
Best Risk Analytics Provider
Numerix

Sell-side firms are using the 
Numerix engine for everything 
from pricing to calculating portfolio 
measures such as credit valuation 
adjustments.

It won’t come as too much of a surprise that Waters’ readers who chose 
Numerix as the top credit risk solution provider, also named the New 
York-based fi rm as the best risk analytics provider. This is the second 
year in a row that Numerix has done the risk double.  

Over the last two years, banks have struggled as they’ve looked to 
centralize their pricing libraries, says Denny Yu, risk product manager 
at Numerix. Typically, these banks will have three or four different ways 
of calculating the price of the same security or derivative, but that is 
no longer a viable model as they are looking to decrease both risk and 
cost. Yu says sell-side fi rms are using the Numerix engine for everything 
from pricing to calculating portfolio measures such as credit valuation 
adjustments.

“A lot of banks struggle with how to produce those simulated factors 
out to all horizons,” he says. “What we’re fi nding is as clients get com-
fortable using us for CVA, they start using us for replacing, or seamlessly 
integrating with their internal pricing models. Eventually, we see Numerix 
as a full replacement for internal analytics.”

Ben Meyvin, Steven O’Hanlon and Bill Humphrey

Numerix CrossAsset Suite leverages its industry-leading analytic library platform to deliver a highly flexible, 

transparent solution to calculate, analyze and limit exposures across business units and optimize capital allocation 

reduction for Basel III compliance. A key differential for Numerix is its ability to support any instrument type  

within its Credit Valuation Adjustment (CVA) framework; calculations for PFE, FVA and DVA from both a trade and 

portfolio level are also possible with full incorporation of multi-curve modeling.
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The best trading decisions require the best analytics.
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To learn why Numerix was named Waters Rankings 2013 “Best Credit  
Risk Solution Provider” and “Best Risk Analytics Provider” visit  
http://nx.numerix.com/Numerix-Best-Counterparty-Risk-Analytics.html 
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